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In the end, Tucker placed the suitcase in a corner. 

The photographer also stuffed a 30–dollar bill into his hand. 

“This is your food allowance for this week.” 

Tucker stared at the 
banknotes for a while, and eventually, he carefully tucked them into his own p
ocket. 

“Let’s tidy up our stuff first.” 

Speaking softly, Valerie nodded slightly. 

The two 
of them, one big and one small, opened their suitcases and began to arrange t
he items they needed. 

Halfway through, Tucker found a rag and clumsily wiped around the 

corners. 

He was using his index finger, clumsily wiping with a cloth. The sight of his aw
kwardness raised a hint of doubt in everyone’s hearts. 

“Was it so dirty? So filthy that you didn’t even want to use your hand to wipe it,
 even with a cloth?” 

“I bet he has never cleaned it.” 

“Every kid in this kindergarten could do it.” 

“Oh, it seems our big brother is a person of status.” 

“Ah, there’s nothing we can do. My older brother just can’t handle heavy labor.
” 
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Valerie had arranged her little tooth cup, toothbrush, and towel. 

Turning his head, he saw Tucker awkwardly wiping the table. 

Her eyes rolled around for a while. 

She got off the small stool and took out a disposable wipe from her backpack. 

He walked over to Tucker with a steady pace. 

“Tucker, 1…” 

“Valerie, from now on, if it’s okay with you, you can call me Daddy.” 

Tucker, who was wiping the table, turned his head and said to Valerie with a s
erious look on his face. 

Somehow, Valerie felt a pang of guilt in her heart, and she quickly hid the disp
osable wipe she was holding behind her back. 

Faced with Tucker’s proposal, her eyes widened instantly, and her cheeks tur
ned a bit rosy. 

She could clearly feel the warmth on her face. 

It began to gradually ascend, even the ears were burning with intense 

heat. 

The fair face visibly reddened. 

She was young in age, but her soul was far from it! 

He glanced around and, apart from Tucker’s expectant gaze, the other staff m
embers were just standing there, looking as if they were merely spectators. 

Indeed, the production team had sought these people to act as their 
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temporary parents for a week. 

Valerie was shyly rubbing a disposable wipe. 

Her little mouth opened and closed, but she just couldn’t utter a word. 

Finally, when she felt she was about to die of embarrassment, she gently beg
an to speak…! 

“Daddy…” 

Tucker nodded in satisfaction. His expressions were few, but when Valerie cal
led him Daddy, the corners of his mouth curled up slightly. 

It really gave the surrounding staff members quite a scare. 

Could Tucker laugh? 

His smile on television was an act, but in reality, he seldom laughed. 

“Mercury Retrograde, be gone this month!” 

“Indeed, I was very lucky today, to have seen Tucker’s smile…” 

“Valerie rocks!” 

“It seemed that my brother really liked Valerie.” 

“Don’t even mention Tucker, just seeing Valerie’s state just now, my heart soft
ened.” 

The viewers in Tucker’s live stream were almost moved to tears. They hardly 
posted anything in the public chat, just silently watching and feeling a sense of
 inner peace. 

Tucker stepped forward and ruffled Valerie’s hair. 



“What was Valerie just about to say?” 
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Having called him “Dad” once, Valerie didn’t mind doing it a second 

time. 

She raised her hand once again, displaying her disposable wipe. 

“I saw Daddy working, and I wanted to join you too.” 

The little hand was raised high, the desire to help almost spilling out of the scr
een. 

Tucker was taken aback for a moment. He looked at the table he had been wi
ping for a long time, which was still not clean, and after some thought, he nod
ded. 

“Alright, let’s start by wiping the table together.” 

Having the child work alongside him, Tucker’s back had straightened 

1. up. 

I couldn’t lose face in front of the child! 

Even when he was washing the cloth, his back remained perfectly straight. 

Galen, who was watching the live stream at home, burst out laughing. 

“This kid finally had his day.” 

Just as he had been filled with jealousy before, now he was filled with mocker
y toward Tucker. 

Upon receiving instructions, Valerie immediately went over to the water bucket
. She crouched down, skillfully 
manipulating it, then ran over to Tucker. Matching his pace, she gradually 
wiped the table clean. 



She sneakily glanced at Tucker, seeing him still diligently polishing a rod, she i
mmediately rolled up her sleeves. 
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Having washed the cloth clean, she looked around the room for any dirty spot
s, and then began to scrub them diligently. 

Compared to Tucker’s clumsy attempt at cleaning with a single finger, Valerie’
s quick and proficient housekeeping skills were a real eye- opener 
for everyone. 

“7 years old?” 

“Isn’t that too skilled?” 

“This was not flattery. Generally, children tend to be slow in their actions, and t
hey might not even be able to wring out a cloth properly. However, not only di
d Valerie manage to wring out the cloth, but she also wiped smoothly, not mis
sing a single spot. This indicated that she often did such chores.” 

“I agree with the previous comment. The children in my household who are in 
kindergarten don’t move as smoothly as she does.” 

The netizens were shocked, but that was not all. 

After Valerie finished cleaning, she took a moment to look around the house b
efore coming to Tucker. 

“Daddy, we need to buy some plastic sheeting. There’s a small hole in the roo
f of the house, and it might leak if it rains.” 

“Huh?? Alright…” 

Tucker hadn’t yet recovered from his surprise, and Valerie continued to keep 
her mouth agape. 

“Also, there were no screens on the windows over there, so mosquitoes would
 come in at night. We needed to buy some screens that could be stuck onto th
e windows.” 
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The movement in Tucker’s hand froze… 

“Well, um, Valerie, we only have 30 dollars, we need to use it wisely…” 

Valerie nodded her head, indicating that she understood. 

“Daddy, can you cook?” 

“Ah… I, I can’t.” 

Tucker now felt as if he had lost even the ability to speak… 

For the first time, he felt utterly incompetent. 

Valerie extended her finger and pointed at herself, causing everyone to pause
 in surprise. 

What did she mean by this? 

Even the staff and photographers standing by shuddered. 

No way, no way… 

An answer was on the tip of everyone’s tongue. 

“I learned how to cook a few dishes at home. If you don’t mind, Daddy, I can 
make them for you.” 

Whoosh!!! 

“Just as I thought! I knew she would say that!” 

“Tsk, boasting at such a young age, this habit is not good at all!” 

“I, a twenty–
something, found a kitchen knife heavy when I was cutting things. Could a chil
d possibly lift it?” 

Chapter 41 Is She Really a Seven–Year–Old? 



“Even though she had a child’s kitchen knife, what could she possibly do with i
t?” 

“The problem was that the pots in this place were heated with firewood… Coul
d she handle it?” 

The netizens in the live broadcast room suddenly lost interest in 

Valerie. 

Regarding the matter of her being able to cook 

Everyone maintained a state of skepticism and disbelief. 

But they didn’t leave, they wanted to see what Valerie could create! 
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The room was uniformly quiet. 

Tucker also gradually regained his composure, furrowing his brows slightly, bu
t it quickly dissipated. 

He saw the look in Valerie’s eyes, she didn’t deceive him… 

The skeptical and doubtful emotions of the staff behind also reached Tucker. 

Possibly due to poor health since childhood, he was able to sensitively perceiv
e other people’s emotions. 

He looked at Valerie, and it was visible to the naked eye that the little girl’s hig
h spirits began to diminish, and she became somewhat timid and hesitant… 

Hastily, he reached out and grabbed Valerie’s hand, his voice resolute and str
ong. 



“Valerie, did you want to cook for me?” 

“Um…” 

Valerie also realized that her behavior just now did not match that of a seven–
year–old child at all. 

But the warmth in Tucker’s hands made Valerie feel a little relieved. 

Tucker placed both hands on Valerie’s arms. 

“Valerie, shall we go to the supermarket later to buy cooking utensils and som
e groceries?” 
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Valerie immediately looked up, with an expression that suggested she wanted
 to speak, 

Her evasive and insecure gaze broke Tucker’s heart. 

“Do you have anything to say? Just say it 

“Can I speak…” 

Tucker’s lips tightened. 

“Of course, it was possible!” 

I approached Valerie directly and lifted her up, gently patting her back with on
e hand, giving her affirmation. 

Valerie was a little shy when faced with Tucker’s encouraging embrace. 

But in order to allow everyone to live sufficiently for the next two weeks, she st
ill chose to gently speak it out. 



She glanced at the staff behind her and her eyes avoided their gaze. 

I was a little afraid to speak up. 

Tucker turned slightly and gestured with his eyes for them to step back. 

Valerie naturally sensed Tucker’s actions, and she cautiously spoke up. 

“Daddy, Selina’s house is not far from ours. Their 
house is in a residential area and they might have a kitchen. I want to borrow t
heir kitchen so that I can cook a meal for four people. We can split the cost of 
the groceries between our two families…” 

“What? Seven years old? So mature?” 

Chak Cult 850 Cat Names Else Daily” 
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“I began to waver, she seemed like she really knew how to cook.” 

“She was so organized…” 

“Oh my gosh! Hurry up and go check out Soren’s place! See if there’s a kitche
n, I want to see Valerie cooking!” 

“If she really could cook; I would feel utterly useless…” 

“Wasn’t she Ms. Horton? Shouldn’t she be living a life of luxury?” 

After Valerie clearly stated these words, sporadic murmurs filled the room inst
antly. 

Everyone looked at Valerie in disbelief, as if trying to get a clear view of the se
ven–year–old heiress of the Horton family.. 

It was completely different from what I had imagined. 

Everyone here was amazed. 

But on the Horton family’s side, the atmosphere was a bit different. 

Reese’s face looked extremely unpleasant. 



After waking up this morning, I saw Bruce watching a live stream in the living r
oom. 

Although my second son is into entertainment, he usually doesn’t watch his liv
e broadcasts. 

How did this happen, unprecedented? 

Reese walked past with light footsteps. 

Choked suddenly in the throat. 

Bruce’s face was as ugly as it could be now. 

Chapter 42 How Could She Cat Gonne na fidity 

“Hey, why do you look so pale this early in the morning?” 

11 s 

Bruce heard his own father’s voice and slightly adjusted his facial expression. 

It wasn’t that ugly. 

“Nothing.” 

Reese laughed in amusement. 

“You were still too young, so if there’s nothing wrong, don’t show 
your emotions on your face.” 

Bruce was in the wrong and stopped talking. 

Reese reached out to Bruce. 

“Give me the phone, let me see what’s on it.” 

Bruce looked at Reese and pondered in his mind. 

Suddenly, the eyebrows and eyes relaxed. 

“Here you go, this is the variety show that Valerie participated in. It 



was originally meant for Zoe, but the environment of this show wasn’t very go
od, so I gave it to Valerie instead.” 

Bruce spoke casually, while Reese furrowed his brows slightly. 

He tapped Bruce’s shoulder. 

“Valerie was also your sister.” 

Last time Valerie was bullied by people from 
school, Reese was slightly concerned. 

Bruce didn’t like listening to this passage. 
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The environment was not good, Zoe was not capable, so could Valeric be easi
ly replaced? 

She was the daughter of the Horton family. 

Bruce turned his head and shrugged indifferently. 

“Well, Dad, you just take a look and try not to get too angry.” 

Bruce gave his phone to Reese and then he got up to cat something himself. 

Reese looked at Bruce strangely. 

Just a variety show, what’s there to be in a bad mood about? 

Leaning on the sofa, he looked happily and leisurely. 

Reese’s face went from relaxed at the beginning to gradually not right later on. 

Until Valerie called Tucker “Daddy,” he stood up straight, his lips pressed tightl
y together, with a serious and unhappy expression. 

Bruce finished his meal and had already been working on his tasks on 



the side. 

He would occasionally glance at Reese. 

His bad mood in the morning improved slightly. 

“Dad, what happened? Wasn’t it just a live stream?” 

Reese gave Bruce a fierce look. 

“What a messy variety show! How does it confuse people into calling someon
e else ‘dad‘?” 

Daih 
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“There’s no way, this is the rule of the variety show, what can I do?” 

Bruce also expressed a slight dissatisfaction and retorted. 

The two of them sat in the living room like this… 

It had been a long time, Reese softly uttered a sentence. 

“Fortunately, Zoe didn’t go.” 

Bruce nodded in agreement. 

A moment of silence… 

In a short while, they picked up their phones again and started watching toget
her. 

Valerie’s next move shocked both individuals greatly. 

“How did she know so much?” 

Bruce couldn’t help but loudly question. 

“Where did you learn all of this from?” 

Compared to Bruce’s confusion, Reese was more uncomfortable. 



Why did the Horton family do these household chores so well? 

Did she feel that he mistreated her? 

Even if she used to live in a warehouse before, Jayvion could still ask for her h
elp with cleaning, what effort did she put in? 

Before Reese could even finish thinking, Valerie’s announcement of cooking i
mmediately startled Reese. 

“Bring her back!” 

Chapter 3) Men (zouki Sha Bat Bensons Five Da@hy? 
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“No. Dad! The filming has already started! If we bring her back now, it will just 
confirm the perception that the Horton family is spoiled and pampered.” 

Reese was extremely concerned about his reputation, and Bruce accurately ta
rgeted his weak spot. 

After he finished speaking, Reese opened his mouth but there was no sound c
oming out. 

I could only angrily watch Bruce and then returned to the study room in indign
ation. 

Bruce watched as Reese left, and immediately opened his phone. 

Valerie, who looked serious 
and lacked confidence, would often seek others‘ approval when speaking, as 
observed from her hesitant gaze at her phone. 

I recalled the moment when I used to compete with her for the workbook and i
t got torn apart. 

Her eyes were as lifeless as ashes. 

“Ugh, so annoying…” 

Frustrated, Bruce scratched his hair and put down his work. He then crossed 
his legs and started watching the live stream on the sofa. 



In the live broadcast, Tucker listened to Valerie’s ideas, asked the staff for Sor
en’s address, and started walking there on foot. 

Seeing her opinion being acknowledged, Valerie blushed with a rosy 

smile. 

The whole person was in an excited and exhilarated state. 

“No, Dad! The filming has already started! If we bring her back now, it will just 
confirm the perception that the Horton family is spoiled and pampered ” 

Reese was extremely concerned about his reputation, and Bruce accurately ta
rgeted his weak spot 

After he finished speaking. Reese opened his mouth but there was 
no sound coming out. 

I could only angrily watch Bruce and then returned to the study room in indign
ation. 

Bruce watched as Reese left, and immediately opened his phone. 

Valerie, who looked serious and lacked confidence, would often seek others‘ a
pproval when speaking, as observed from her hesitant gaze at her phone. 

I recalled the moment when I used to compete with her for the workbook and i
t got torn apart. 

Her eyes were as lifeless as ashes. 

“Ugh, so annoying…” 

Frustrated, Bruce scratched his hair and put down his work. He then crossed 
his legs and started watching the live stream on the sofa. 

In the live broadcast, Tucker listened to Valerie’s ideas, asked the staff for Sor
en’s address, and started walking there on foot. 

Seeing her opinion being acknowledged, Valerie blushed with a rosy smile. 

The whole person was in an excited and exhilarated state. 
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Afraid of disturbing everyone, I forcefully suppressed myself. 

But the excited small steps betrayed her soul. 

Tucker glanced at the happy Valerie, and the ache in his heart eased a little. 

As long as you are happy. 
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The two of them arrived at the residential building and found Soren’s home. 

Trying to comfort the anxious Selina, Soren was at a loss for words. 

The ringing of the doorbell caught his attention again. 

“Ouch! Here I am.” 

While coaxing Selina, I walked toward the door. 

The figures of Tucker and Valerie suddenly appeared in his eyes. 

“Hey? You guys came? Is there something going on?” 

Selina in her arms noticed someone approaching and her gaze shifted toward 
Valerie standing below, ceasing her tears. 

Soren’s eyes lit up, and he quickly invited the two of them in. 

“Soren, the two of us have something we would like to collaborate 

with you on. We were wondering if you have some time to listen to us now.” 



After Valerie entered the house, she was the first to speak. 

Soren’s eyes, filled with shock and wonder, instantly turned toward Valerie. 

“Hahaha, even Soren was dumbfounded.” 

“However, the way Valerie spoke and handled matters really didn’t seem like t
hat of a 7–year–old child.” 

Chapter 43 She Really Knows How to Cook 
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“How did the Horton family educate their children?” 

“Although it’s said to be good… Am I the only one who feels it’s too mature?” 

“I was… too sensible for my own good.” 

“Say it.” 

Soren lived up to his reputation as Soren. He quickly adjusted his emotions an
d asked them to sit on the sofa in the living room. 

After Valerie entered the living room, she immediately saw a kitchen next to th
em. 

The eyes suddenly sparkled! 

This pleased Tucker and the audience in the live stream. 

Valerie didn’t hesitate and asked directly. 

“Soren, can you cook?” 

As soon as the words were spoken, Selina in Soren’s arms stopped crying. Sh
e turned her head and looked at Soren, seemingly wanting to know 
if her father could cook. 

The four people faced each other… 

There was a moment of awkwardness in the scene… 



“Um… I’m sorry, but I really didn’t know how to cook.” 

Soren laughed awkwardly, trying to hide his embarrassment. 

Valerie seized the opportunity and closed the gap between her and Soren. 

Chapter 43 She Really Knows How to Cook 
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“It’s like this. Soren. We would like to borrow your kitchen to cook, and then th
e four of us can cat together. We can split the cost of the meal equally betwee
n us. What do you think, is that okay?” 

Children with underdeveloped tongues may speak a little slower. Valerie, in or
der to speak clearly, even straightened her tongue. 

Speaking slowly, there will be a slight childish drag in the ending sound. 

The whole thing is just a child talking big. 

But her serious expression made you have to listen seriously. 

After all, what she said was indeed substantial. 

Soren’s eyebrows were almost shocked to the heavens. 

He looked at Tucker, his eyes indicating. 

“Did Tucker cook?” 

Valerie shook her head and pointed at herself. 

“It was me who cooked.” 

*** 

Now it was Soren’s staff’s turn to become sluggish. 

“Hahaha, silence once again.” 

“Is there anyone from Tucker’s livestream? Can you tell me what’s going on?” 



“Her cooking? With her height, she probably couldn’t even reach the stove.” 

Chapter 43 She Really knows How took 
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“Blowing one’s own trumpet? Seeking attention?” 

“Upstairs, I came from Tucker’s side. At first, my thoughts were the same as y
ours, but now I’m skeptical. It all depends on what Valerie does.” 

“Yes, it would be better to look at the actual results.” 

People in both live chat rooms began to interact in real time, all maintaining a 
certain degree of skepticism. 

Bruce from the Horton family, who was watching the live broadcast, didn’t look
 too well. He immediately stood up to find Jayvion. 

“Jayvion! Are you there?” 

“Yes, Mr. Bruce? What’s the matter?” 

Jayvion, who was still watering the garden, immediately dropped the watering 
can in his hand and hurriedly ran over to Bruce. 

“Mr. Bruce, I came. What’s the matter?” 

“Could Valerie cook?” 

This question also puzzled Jayvion. 

But he quickly recovered. 

“Mr. Bruce, I am not sure if Miss knows how to cook, but she does know how t
o use a pressure cooker on her own, and no one has taught her.” 

Bruce’s expression was as complex as it could be now. Just now, he was wat
ching the rhythm of the live chat room, and he thought Valerie was up to no go
od. 

Chapter 43 She Really Knows How to Cook 



At such a young age, he couldn’t learn to be obedient and kept telling 

lies. 

But Jayvion said she would use a pressure cooker, which slightly relieved his 
doubt and mild anxiety. 

At least she knew how to use a pressure cooker, and she would definitely be 
able to cook dishes using a pressure cooker. 

Thinking like this, he returned to the living room and started paying attention t
o the direction of the live stream. 

The live room is currently discussing whether Valerie can cook or not. 

Soren, on the other hand, looked at Tucker and saw him nodding. Søren didn’
t say anything either. 

He had collaborated with Tucker. 

Tucker knew very well what kind of person he was in private. If he didn’t like 
something, he would show it directly, and the thing 
he hated the most was lying. 

Now, I unexpectedly faced a seven–year–
old child and said cooking, without showing the slightest disgust. 

It seems that what Valerie said is credible. 

In the end, they agreed. 

After all, he was also curious about whether Valerie could cook. 

After getting the other person’s consent, Valerie tiptoed into the kitchen, curio
us to see what was inside. 

Fortunately, all the 
kitchen utensils were there, and there was also a large pile of seasonings, incl
uding oil. 

Chapter 43 She Really Knows How to Cook  
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Valerie was overjoyed! 

At that time, Tucker was called to assist himself. 

Thinking this way, the four of them arrived at the small supermarket in the sm
all county town. 

The staff who followed along the way made all these old people’s attention foc
us together. 

Valerie bought some children’s kitchen knives and small aprons. 

On the way, Soren also bought a bottle of Botanicals Insect Repellent. 

There were many mosquitoes in the countryside. After Selina came out for a 
while, she was already covered in big and small mosquito bites. 

“Holy crap??? Maxed out life skills?” 

“Although it was just ordinary shopping, Valerie knew exactly what she wanted
, and the items she chose were all cost–
effective, not simply buying whatever looked pretty.” 

“The issue was that besides shopping, she also paid attention to Selina, askin
g Soren to buy the most cost–effective Botanicals Insect Repellent…” 

“Seven years old?? Seven years old?! When I was seven, I was still in elemen
tary school, playing house with my friends!” 

Internet users are increasingly curious about whether Valerie can cook 

or not. 

We bought the ingredients for tonight’s dinner at the supermarket and returne
d home together with four people. 

The time had also reached the evening. 

Chapter 43 She Really Knows How to Cook 
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Valerie glanced at the time and pulled out the bulk bag of rice she had bought. 



Skillfully took out the inner pot 
of the rice cooker, washed the rice and added water, and cooked it in one go. 

Afterwards, I took out my small kitchen knife and apron, and fetched a tomato.
 I washed it with clean water, 

Picked up a small kitchen knife on the cutting board. 

There was a clanging sound. 

Her technique was exquisite, with the blade entering deeply before making a h
eavy cut. 

The large tomato quickly turned into small pieces in her hands. 

Everyone was no longer calm! 

“Damn, it really happened?!” 

“I’m sorry, I’m sorry! I apologize for what I just said!” 

“Help… Was this child sent to bless Tucker?” 

The netizens exploded in anger, while the two people stood aside and watche
d. 

His eyes were wide open, staring intensely. 

It seemed as if he wanted to see a trace of embarrassment and shock 
in the other person’s eyes. 
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“Daddy, could you help me get a small bowl of noodles?” 

Valerie, who was standing on a chair and couldn’t move around freely, asked 
Tucker for help. 



It interrupted their eye contact. 

“Im here. I’ll help you.” 

Tucker snapped out of it and immediately came to Valerie’s side, handing her 
a small bowl. He stood there, ready to be at her service at any moment.  

Soren stood at the doorway of the kitchen, neither entering nor leaving….. 

“Um. is there anything I can help with?” 

Valerie shook her head. 

“It’s okay. Soren. You can take Selina out and wait for us.” 

Soren nodded and took Selina out to apply Botanicals Insect Repellent. 

Valerie took Tucker’s bowl and picked up an egg, then she cracked it into the 
bowl. 

Added salt and cooking wine to remove the fishy smell, quickly beat the eggs. 

Then, take out the green onion and rhythmically chop it into small pieces. 

# 40 Notchers 

Tucker’s eyes were fixed on Valerie’s hand as he stood beside her, his eyebal
ls following the movements of the kitchen knife. 

“Valerie, can I cut?” 

Tucker couldn’t resist. 

He was eager to try. 

Valerie stopped cutting the onions and looked up at Tucker, hesitating a bit. 

“Hahaha! Valerie now suspected Tucker.” 

“I couldn’t stop laughing. Valerie had that look in her eyes, looking all embarra
ssed.” 

“But I still handed Tucker a green pepper and asked him to wash and cut it.” 



“The green pepper was still easy to cut.” 

“Yes, the little girl had a high emotional intelligence.” 

“I also wanted a child like this, boohoo.” 

Tucker naturally understood Valerie’s meaning, but he still happily accepted it. 

I picked up the kitchen’s own knife and started cutting. 

While Tucker was cutting vegetables, Valerie sped up and started preparing th
e ingredients to cook. 

Seeing her, she really wasn’t afraid of being splashed with oil, and the mouths
 of netizens were tightly closed. 

“Guessing blindly, look at this chopped chicken leg and these side 

Chapter 44 She’s Awesome 
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dishes.” 

“Saliva has already started flowing. Watching her make tomato and egg stir–
fry, why does it smell so delicious?” 

“She can really cook, and she cooks even better than me.” 

“She’s awesome.” 

The staff also swallowed their saliva and stood outside, smelling the gradually 
fragrant dishes. 

Tucker cut the green pepper crookedly and handed it over to Valerie like a pre
cious treasure. 

Without hesitation, Valerie poured the ingredients into the pot and stir–
fried the yellow braised chicken dish. 

Watching his achievements being accepted, Tucker’s confidence skyrocketed. 

He got closer to Valerie, and whatever she asked him to do, he would do it. 



Delighted. 

Stewing takes about ten minutes or so. 

Valerie let out a sigh. 

I had time to talk to Tucker. 

“Thank you, Daddy, for helping me so much.” 

“What are you thanking for? It’s only natural, none of us know how to cook exc
ept for you. If you don’t help us with something, we would feel guilty eating.” 

40 Voters 

Tucker also did not speak to Valerie in a childish tone. 

“Hmm! I got it! Thank you, Daddy!” 

The 
two of them exchanged smiles and went out to have a meal with delicious dish
es. 

Soren had been comforting Selina in the living room. Now, Selina is tired from 
crying and her stomach is empty. 

She smelled the aroma of braised chicken coming from the kitchen. 

Just kept looking over there. 

She was hungry, but she didn’t say anything. She obediently waited for dinner
 to start. 

“Come on, come on, we were ready to have dinner.” 

Tucker cautiously emerged, carrying the meal. 

Everyone’s gaze turned toward the dish in his hands. 

Wow! 

The color and appearance of this dish were still good, just like the takeout foo
d! 



Boohoo, it smelled so good! 

“Oh my… she was so amazing. Are the members of the Horton 
family still responsible for cooking? 

“She didn’t have any airs and graces in her interactions with others, and there 
was no difference between her and us. 

“Hey, let’s not change the subject, we’re talking about her cooking skills now. 

Chapter 44 She’s Awesome 

The meal was cooked, I would call it the strongest! 
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The netizens watched Valerie cooking with red eyes and felt a wave of emotio
n in their hearts. 

They were all apologizing for what they had just said to Valerie. 

“I wanted to eat the dish she made… 

“I was too…” 

“Master Chef Junior, well–deserved. 

When Tucker and Soren took their first bite, their eyes widened instantly. 

“Delicious! You are so talented, Valerie!” 

Soren was very generous with his praise. 

Tucker, too, had a lot to say, taking a bite and involuntarily complimenting. 

Even Selina, who was very hungry, kept eating tomato scrambled eggs and th
e vegetables in the braised chicken. 

Valerie’s face also started to gradually turn red. 

This was praised. 

She had never been praised so sincerely in both of her lifetimes combined. 



Only with a blushing face, I managed to get through by saying thank you. 

The Horton family. 
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In the restaurant. 

Reese and Bruce were eating their meal with dark expressions on their faces. 

Listening to the live broadcast on the TV in the living room, Valerie cooked skil
lfully and enjoyed dinner with them. 

It made them feel a great disparity. 

In the live broadcast, Tucker and Soren naturally praised Valerie. 

The occasional laughter that came from time to time made them unable to eat. 

Reese looked at Jayvion with a pale face. 

“Javvion, when did she learn to cook?” 

“Sir, we did not teach the young lady how to cook. It is possible that she figure
d it out on her own.” 

Jayvion sounded a bit hesitant, the fact that the lady can cook is something he
 also learned from the livestream. 

His surprise was no less than Reese’s. 

Reyna fed Zoe dinner. 

But his gaze occasionally drifted toward the living room. 

Zoe was still chewing the last bite of her food when Reyna handed her the nex
t bite. 

I watched the live broadcast in the living room. 

“Boohoo, Mom! I hadn’t swallowed it yet!” 
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Zoe frowned, her mouth full of food, reminding Reyna. 

“Oh, oh, oh, sorry baby, mom is a bit slow.” 

40 Vouters 

Reyna quickly snapped back to reality and took out a handkerchief to wipe Zo
e’s mouth. 

She felt a little sad. Valerie had never cooked for her at home. 

And I have never been so harmonious with them before. 

Reyna thought to herself, and her eyes started to turn a little red. 

She felt a little aggrieved. 

But still, I held back and calmly fed Zoe. 

There was a strange silence in the restaurant. 

“Alright, let’s 
eat. Turn off the TV. What TV show are we going to watch while eating?” 

Reese grumbled and forcefully stabbed the steak on the plate with the knife a
nd fork in his hand. 

A piercing sound was heard. 

Bruce put down the cutlery in his hand. 

“I had eaten enough, so I went back first.” 

After finishing, he wiped his mouth and went straight back to his 

room. 

He didn’t have much appetite to eat now. 

Not only him, but also Kieran in the company had no appetite to eat. 



He had already finished his work today and now he is sitting on the chair in th
e office, watching live streams all day. 

Thumb rubbing on the phone, Valerie’s face was rosy and her eyes were spar
kling. 

His lips tightened. 

In the dim office, he fell into deep contemplation… 
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After finishing their meal, the four of them split the dinner bill and Tucker took 
Valerie back to the mud hut. 

“Valerie, you were amazing! The food you cooked today was absolutely delici
ous!” 

“You liked to eat, that’s fine.” 

The two of them 
returned to the mud hut and soaked in a comfortable bath with hot water pour
ed from a wooden barrel. 

So the two of them lay down on a bed. 

Valerie was no longer sleepy all of a sudden… 

She stood hesitantly at the edge of the bed, rubbing her hands nervously. 

“What’s wrong? You can go to sleep now, it’s already past nine o’clock.” 

Tucker wiped his face with a towel and walked toward the bed, looking at Vale
rie who was still not getting into bed to sleep with confusion. 

“Ah, understood.” 



Valerie still pursed her lips and held her breath as she climbed up. 

After Tucker saw her go in, he also got on the bed and lay down next to Valeri
e. 

After a tiring day’s journey, everyone was exhausted, Valerie had just 
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laid down 
when the heaviness of her eyelids prevented her from dwelling on her embarr
assed feelings about sleeping with Tucker. 

She adjusted herself into a comfortable sleeping position, and her breathing b
egan to even out. 

Tucker couldn’t really fall asleep, but he was very tired. 

He was also experiencing this environment for the first time, and the physical 
exhaustion did not make him close his eyes quickly. 

The staff also went to the designated location to rest, and the cameras in the 
house entered standby mode, waiting to resume work tomorrow morning. 

He turned toward Valerie, using the moonlight outside to carefully observe her
 small face. 

Unable to resist, he reached out 
and poked her cheek, bringing them closer together. He closed his eyelids an
d fell into a deep sleep. 

Valerie was sleeping, but online, news about Valerie skyrocketed to the top of 
the trending topics. 

The Miss Horton of the Horton family could cook. 

“This is the behavior and emotional intelligence of a 7–year–old child.” 

What did you do when you were seven years old? 



Ms. Horton 

Various live video clips about Valerie went viral on the internet. 

Valerie’s news spread throughout your school, Ms. Horton. 

After the people in the class went home in the evening, they were 
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shown pictures of Ms. Horton by their own parents on their phones, so that the
y could recognize what she looked like. 

When the children in the class saw that familiar face, they were startled and th
eir faces turned pale. 

They stared at Valerie in their phones with wide eyes. 

Tacitly, no one said to their parents that Valerie was their classmate. 

Sarah’s face turned pale, her limbs felt cold, and her mother suddenly showed
 her this live broadcast. 

It is said that Ms. Horton was inside, and she was looking carefully and attenti
vely, but Valerie’s face caught her eye. 

Fear suddenly attacked Sarah. 

Valerie hasn’t been coming to school recently. Everyone in the class is saying 
that she was targeted by someone and bullied to the point where she can’t att
end school. 

I didn’t expect to be preparing to participate in a variety show… 

Will she always remember the things I used to bully her about in the class? 

I dare not tell my family, otherwise they will definitely scold me. 

This is also one of the reasons why people in the class did not dare to tell the t
ruth. 



Compared to the rest of the classmates in the class, there was unease. 

Abbigail’s small group chat buzzed all night. 

“What should I do? She turned out to be the Miss of the Horton 
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family?” 

“Maybe it was just a joke? Did the production team say it for the sake of rating
s?” 

“What are you thinking? Would the Horton family allow a stranger to imperson
ate their child? This variety show has been in promotion for a long time, claimi
ng to have the Horton family’s heiress. If they had any objections, they would 
have withdrawn from this program long ago.” 

“What should we do then? We had really beaten her hard, didn’t we?” 

Abbigail sat on the edge of the bed, her heart pounding. 

Anxiety bit the fingernails! 

The legs shook as fast as a motor. 

After observing Valerie for so long, how did it suddenly come to light that she 
was Ms. Horton? 

So, after she returned home, were all her injuries seen? 

There were still no signs at home. 

Dad’s job was still running well. 

Abbigail’s confusion instantly grew. 

Hasn’t there been any retaliation against their family after all this time? 

Did Valerie hide? 



She looked at the phone screen, watching the video of her live stream in the 
morning, her brows furrowing more and more. 

She left to watch and joined the Line group chat. 
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“Don’t talk about this matter. It has been many 
days and nothing has happened, which means she hasn’t said anything. If so
meone exposes it, we urgently need 
to release the video we recorded carlier, showing her holding a knife.” 

I have to say, the curly–haired girl’s calm thinking was still very logical. 

The girls in the group were also slightly less panicked. 

Video was their last resort. 

“Alright, let’s leave it at that. We don’t need to talk about it anymore.” 

After Abbigail said this sentence, no one in the group spoke again. 

Everyone talked about this matter in private. 

Some followers were being cautious and took a screenshot of the group 

chat. 

That night, none of these people could sleep peacefully… 

Mica kept watching the video and couldn’t fall asleep for a long time. 

After learning that Valerie was Ms. Horton, it brought Mica an immense pressu
re, like a heavy boulder. 

He always thought Valerie was a child from an ordinary family… 

Is there a reversal happening now? 

Even if he became stronger… 



Could he really protect her well? 

Mica had a rare sleepless night… 

And Derek, from the Fisher family, raised an eyebrow 
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